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Citer ce compte rendu

increase the efficiency of labor; 5) shorter hours create more jobs and expand employment.

Besides the bargaining power of the unions, other factors were responsible for shortened working time, factors such as the influence of public opinion, the gradual development of legislative protection and support, and the working of competition.

In a third section is analyzed the effect of changes in hours of work on output efficiency, absenteeism, work injuries. But how short can the workday be?

Mr. Goldner exposes the various Government Regulations on hours of work and some special collective bargaining provisions for hours of works. Related to these provisions, the overtime pay provision is studied in a following chapter.

The author makes some interesting concluding remarks and gives a few suggestions for further reading on the subject of hours of work.


This study by Mr. Carpenter required a tremendous amount of research. It explains "how small-scale businessmen... have formed associations for the purpose of negotiating and administering labor agreements with unions of their employees". It tells why the employer bargaining groups are created, "what forms they take, what powers they exercise, and what procedures they follow". Mr. Carpenter sets forth the major patterns of multiple-employer bargaining and unfolds the various strategies, techniques and pressures that unions and associations exert upon each during the negotiation of group contracts. The Author finally follows the agreement through the many problems that arise during its administration: uniform interpretation, machinery for settling disputes, penalties and punishments upon violators.

The title of this masterly survey could be somewhat misleading. Truly, the Author deals — and generously so — with situations sorted out of the Great City's mass of cases in point. But the book carries more than a local interest. In a manner as "objective" as the subject-matter will allow, in a fine and simple language, Mr. Carpenter describes and analyses all the intricacies of union-management relations, more specifically in the field of collective bargaining.

Here is, in short, a book worthy of careful and widespread reading.


Profit sharing by workers in the United States is far greater than realized. In 1943, its devotees counted some 728 companies; in 1951 there were 12,000. They increased at the rate of about 100 a month. In 1947, a few companies who had profit sharing plans formed an association to better spread this formula. After four years it has over 300 member companies, representing 350,000 employees who shared in profits. In 1948, it published the Profit Sharing Manual. After two editions, it was decided to revise it by eliminating some of the more lengthy passages, by making certain points clearer and by adding some useful information.

Revised Profit Sharing Manual is divided into three parts, a long introduction of fifty pages, a digest of more than 90 individual plans in force at present and an appendix showing sample contracts of typical profit sharing plans, the membership list of Council of Profit Sharing Industries and a bibliography.

This book does not pretend to be a scientific work but the distinguished collaborators who have taken part in its preparation, wished to present a useful, clear and practical study of the profit sharing formula. In the long introduction, they look at the problem from all angles not neglecting the theoretical and practical objections that could be invoked nor that which experience has taught. The Canadian reader will note that the legal aspects of this formula in our country is covered. In the digest of profit sharing plans, the repetitions that were to be found in Profit Sharing Manual have been avoided;